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SUMMARY

A heat flux measurement system comprising a laser diode, a single n(xie optical

fibre interferometer and passive optical fibre components has been constructed. The systenm

has been designed for use in transient flo%, wind tunnels and has a resolution of I KWV m 2

a dynamic range ot 20 MW m- 2 and bandwidth > 1(W kliz Heat flux measurement, ha;e

been made with the system on the endwall of a cascade of stator blades.
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blodown wind tunnels and longer duration (f, Is)

pulsed wind tunnels
1. Abstract

Current techniques for heat transfer measuremeni
A heat flux measurement s•stcm comprising a include liquid crnstals (Ireland & Jones 1986).

laser diode, a single mode optical fibre mass transfer analogues [Hc'kal ct al 1991) and

interferometer and passive optical fibre swollen polymers (Roberts et al 1991) In
components has been constructed The system has addition, platinum thin film resistance gauges

been designed for use in transient flow4 wind (Schultz and Joncs ) continue to plaN an

tunnels and has a resolution of I kW m-2 . a important rote in heat transfer measurements

dvnarajc range of 21) MW m"- and bandwidth

- 1M kHz Heat flux measureients have been The potential advantages of a fibre optic sensor for

made with the "stem on the cndwall of a cascade heat transfer measurement are 0i) high spatial

ofstator blades resolution (-20m 2 ). (i) high temperature

resolution (sub mK). (m) intrinsic calibration. (wsi
2. Introduction uigh measurement bandwidth (>100 kHz). (v)

In this paper 'Ae describe a laser based fibre multiplexed arrays possible. and (vi) inmmunit.v to

interferometer s.stsem for measuring heat transfer electro-magnetic interference

rates The technique is intended for application in The basic optical sensor design is that of a fibre

making heat flux measurements via transient Fabry-Perot (FEP) interferometer. In the sensor, a

methods such as in short duration (-20 ms)
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short length of fibre ,--2run) wth a lo'k reflccti.itý %%hcrt: ii is the clculi'c rcra~t k- mdco tI, thw rL

coating at each end forms an interferorneter core I I,, the Iclength of thk: FIT , tt

,%aelengtth ot th1 illiminiunatin hv!m[ I lh ,
In the folto%%ing sections of this paper %e shall t dirc~tl% proportion~l to the o 1-iwut o

dcscnrbe the design, thcor\ of operation the interferomcter As 4 charingeS hc, et, I r cIJcd ,

construction, operation and wind tunnel evaluation transmitted FFP intenst1% changes. ing rise te t

of FFP's as high bandwidth high resolution heat serics of inte•rfernce fringes f-Or the m•.'.e oC i?

transfer gauges rfleclwj\vi at each end of the FFP ontk the ioscti

3. Sensor Operating Pinciples order reflections need be considered ad the

return intcnsit% I is then given b.

3.1 The Fibre Fabr.-Perot Interferometer
1I: Ir• t+ Vcoso),2

A fibre Fabn-Perot (TFP) interferometer can be where IM is the mean return iritensits (acragcd

formed inside a length of single mode optical fibre over one period of cos Q) and V v; the visibilits of

simply by cleaving the ends of the fibre normal to the fnnge pattern, wherc

the propagation axis. Each cleaed end provides a

Frenel reflecuon of - 4 % The single mode 1 M I JWN

propagation propertý of the fibre provides onls one I vX + Il"it.

optical path between the fibre ends and thus results and where IM.. and l.MH are the fnnge intcnsitv

in the possibility of a resonant cavi'. for optical maxima and mimma

rachation (at one appropriate %-avelength and gien
3.2. The FFP as a sensor

suitable temporal coherence properties of the

radiation) The basis of the FFP as a sensor is that the smnelc

mode fibre from whuch it is constructed has an
If a second length of single mode fibre is placed so

intrinsic phase sensitiviqts, to temlperature, prcs•,urc
that it butt joins the FFP, as shown in figure 1.

and strain -
then the FFP can be efficiently illuminated This

second fibre (termed the addressing fibre) can also ý-1

return the light reflected from the FFP to a suitable - I- AT -1 1 AP I do 1

detection system

Vaughan (1989) gives full details of the Fabn- Aherc I P and t represent temperature. pressure

and strain respectine, For the fused silica core
Perot rescnator ,.nh the biicf,+.I outline is gi~en

here The intensitt of the returned light is fibre used in our experiments in vand tunnels,. it

dependent on the optical phase i associated with has been shown (Hockcr 1979) that the thermal

one round trip of the FFP. such that phase sensitivity of the fibre dominates over the

pressure and strain sensitivities in many practical

4 iml (1) situations From equation (I), we see that the

4) thermal sensitivity of a short length of fibre in

thermal equilibrium is given b%
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The tiniescalc o% cr x% hiTh thý V1 P1 x, a
00 4 7r( -1 +nh

- ~calorimeter is set h, it' lcrw'lh i tI lwihi"m

beL long~ :onipared it) i hl dtqIih p taf

or
heati pulse incidetit x, a plaxknc WIdict ie

I do 4;Tsubstrate surface and FIT dn~ii t.. I h. dL~pil

- -=-_-(wi + /31 f( can bt. taker) as tht: iherniai ditflusin acpth 1) for

where ai is the thermal e'spansvixi of the fibre, L- incident heat pulseL of duration

and ~3dnldT is the thermo-optic coefficient ForDi4y

the fused silica fibre used in our experiments, the where I is the thermal diflusiu tsN of the fused silicat

termin 3 dmintesof the FEP For ; > D a negligible proportion of

With appropriate signal processing (CulshavA & the thermal x"ase of thec in-cidetir hoai pule

Dakin 1989). it is possible to convert from changes propagates as far as the promlmal (nnner, face of

Of FFP reflected intensitN to changes of phs the FEP An M)P 3mmn lonv. constructed from

using equation (2) Then. using the first term of fused silica with 8 ) 4 \ 10' m-s', is suitable

equation (4). the temperature change can be for calorimetric operation in %kind innnels ,%ith a

determiuned pulse duration of up to 0 5s

3.3. The FFP as a calorimeter The phase change A0 of the FFP asso-ciated v ith ai

temperature change AI relatise io uniformn

The FFP can be used as, a calorimeter in transient ambient temperature of To is

w-ind tunnel experiments b-, embedding it in a

substrate (e.g a model turb ine blade under test) AO = O.T, - AT) - &T

such that its length I is perpendicular to the For the case in w~hich the temperature c.hange is a

substrate surface, as shown in figure 2 with its function of distane along the fibre core, equation

dista (outer) face flush with the siirface. Fused (8) becomes

silica. from which the optical fibres were 9

fabricated, has thermal properties serx similar to 4~a O

those of machinable ceramics (c g Macorn, from AOP fATx)

swhich model test components designed for use where AT(!() is the temperature change of an

withplainum thi fil gages rc ost elemental length dx of the FIT If TT is defined as
commonly made Hence, a one dimensional heat

transfer model is sufficient to describe heat flow in tema eprtr s nertdoe h

length of the FFP, then equation (9 beconmes
the substrate and FFP An ad% antage of the optical

gauge is that it is all-dielectr-ic, and may hence be (~ra/V T10)

used with elertncall% conducting (c g metal) test A0I = -xn+MA

components In this case, a two dimensional heat

transfer analysis is required. but the mode of

operation is similar
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The calorimeter equation in temis of AT applied arm" as an RMtcn I! 2IC!cfI•c t

to the FFP is contpeition for Utscf Nirt- C r ,r

C 1 M { X~~~~Iaiiatjofs in the law r-o i tuch r ~ r~ h c l r uq = pCAToutpu from t11 1,11, 1ur
l,,here p and C are the inass denstty per unit length ih a tarenl rtde,

and specific heat capacity of fused silica

respectively and q is the heat energy gained b\ the For heat transfer expenrments %%herc onk a snali

calorimeter per unit cross-sectional area Taking optical phase change (- r, rads) is indu..cd in tI,

the time denrvatie of equation (I!) and FFP. signal processing is straightfonrard In this
substituting using equation (10) yields the surface regime, the FFP reflected Intensit, is lincarh
heat transfer rate in terms of the phase change of related to FFP phase, provided the initial phase of
the FTP the FFP is not close to a turninI4 prKint of eqluttion

(2) This initial phase setting can be a. ictuccd bh(12)

"pC?. dO control of the laser diode %aselcngth via its

q 4r(naO /5) dt injection current (Dandridge & Goldberg 1902i

It can be seen from *his equation that the For cases •here the FFP phase xarre,, oxer a
calibration of tie FFP to measure heat flux in sigmficant fraction of 2,: rads. an altcrntrxe,
Wm"2 is intrirsic, dependent onlh on the

technique is required to avoid signal fading Wcproperties of fused silica and the wavelength of haxe chosen a technique based en quadrature
light used to illumunate the FFP, aind is

switching the laser diode iaxelenglh. again btindependent of the length of the sensor
controlling its injection current This eflccti',cth

4. The Measurement System generates two wavelengths (ý,. and .-,; of

illumination of the FP", each wavclength being
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the used alternatcl% The way\elength difference •,-.

complete measurement system that we have is chosen so that the FTP phase (given by equation

constructed Light from a laser diode (Sharp (I)) shifts b\ m'2 as a result of the change in
LT024) operating with a mean optical power of 20 Aavetength The reflected signals from the FP

mW at a wavelength of 780 nm is coupled into can then be described as

arm I of a single mode fibre direcuonal coupler

(DC) This light is split in a 50/50 power ratio

I., = I': (1- V coso) !4)between the tvo output arms 2 and 4 Arm 2 is

spliced to the addressing fibre. which can be of From equations (13) and (14) it possible to obtain
a unique value of 0 that does not suffer from signalarbitrarn length (up to lO0m in our experiments)

The FFP reflection returns to the directional fading Using this technique me have quadrature
switched the laser diode source at rates of tip to 1tcoupler v*here it is split between arms I and 3 A
Id-i (Anderson et al 1991). though the potential

photo-diode at the end of arm 3 is used to monitor
for higher switching rates of up to at least 90 kHzthe return intensity In principle arm 4 of the DC
extsts

Is not needed, but we have used the signal in this
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A multiplexed sensor S`r stem of up to 4 sensors has 4 of %khich %crc oatcd at distanice,, Nroi t11w

been constructed and operated bN us The basic leading. edge corrcopotidiri, to th•: 11-11 gpiv'c,

single channel s'stem of figure 3 has been The thin film gauigc prox ided cornparsoiv data foý

incorporated into a net.%ork of 7 fibre directional the heat transfer .alues onhained from the F:P!

couplers as shown in figure 4 In this system. four gauges

sensors arc illuminated from a single laser diode

source and the reflected signal from each FFP is Given the thermal properties of Macor and the run

conditions of the Ludwieg tibe, heat flux from thetaken to a separate photo-detector
plate to the cooler gas was anticipated to be

5. Evaluation Experiments between 40 kWm 2 and 100 Win 2. depending on

the degree of turbulent flov over the plate The
Initial laboratorn evalution of the FFP sensors aPanticipated change in the FF' calorimeter

was carned out with pulsed heating expenments temperature sas 3- mK

using a pulsed NdYAG laser (Kidd et a] 1990)

From these experinents, a response time of the The Ludwieg tube ,4as chosen as a panicularl\

sensing system ",as established as < 8 pls The FFP stringent test of the Fabr- -Pcrot sensors, gis en that

sensor was capable of measuring heat fluxes in the the duration of the heat pulse "as short. leading to

range I kWm- 2 to 20 MWmn2  a small temperature signal. and the magnitude of

the pressure change was large FolloNing these
Pulsed wind tunnel sensor e\aluation took place in successful evaluations, further expenriments \kcrc

a short duration shock tube, run in the Ludw-ieg conducted ii a more realistic practical situation
configuration (Ludwi eg 1957) A schematic of this

using a transient flow wind tunnel of run duration
tunnel is given in figure 5 before each run. the 520 is. with a mean fluid-to-blade temperature

main tube was pressurized to 8 Bar with argon and difference of 160 K. and a pressure change of I 5

the dump tank evacuated to a rough vacuum bar Experiments were again conducted using a

When the double diaphragms were burst by Macor blade instrumented with FabrN-Perot

venting the intermediate volume to the sensors

atmosphere. an expansion wave propagated the

length of the main tube Behind this wave, the gas For these experiments, the FFP mounting

expanded. cooled and flowed through the working arrangements ;were modified such that the sensors

secuon to the dump tank, attaining a velocit-, of were an accurate sliding fit within the substrate.

Mach 0 7 and a temperature of - 50 K below rather than being cemented into place It was

ambient The run time of the tube was 21) ms bcliecd that such an arrangement would prevent

the communication of strain from the substrate to

A flat plate constructed of Macor with an elliptical the sensor, thus reducing the apparent pressure

leading edge was used as a simple test model and cross-sensitivitN In the experments. the optical

placed in the working secuon of the tube It was arrangement for interrogating the sensor was

instrumented with 4 FFP gauges embedded and situated a a distance of 10i from the tunnel.

cemented at different distances from the leading communicating 'ia an optical fibre cable

edge There were also 6 platinum thin film gauges.
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6. Evaluation Results (here \ka% not a uniorm disrtiuon of ii I-i.

trainsfer omcr the Mrca of thc plai: \1•' bhi o

Figure ti sho,,s a typical result of a Lud,,ieg tube the FFP heat transter rate, toi runin, t

run. The run time of the tube is indicated b% the therefore should not ncessarik ortcprkid t< Ila

region of the pressure trace that is constant The f h rate'

mean heat transfer rate determined using the FFP

gauge was 53 ± 6 kWm"2 and that of the T.kpical results from an epenrncni us'i.u the

corresponding thin film gauge was 52 ± I kWrn 2  longer duration mind tunnel are sho'.n in figure -

A summary of further runs is given in the plotted as mean temperature change against time

following table. Sensor number in the table relates The flosý conditions kerc adjusted to produc an

to the distance from the leading edge of the plate approximatek constant heat flu-, The meian heic

Confidence lirrmts for the thin film gauges are flux obtained Atth the M-T' sensklrs a- I --

5%. kWm"2 . compared A ith 14S - 4 kt, \ik'- from

thin film gauges, thus shoing good agreCment

Ran FFP q (Wm-2) Pt No q (kWm"2 ) within cxpenmental error The resuhs shoiý that

the FFP sensors had insignificant pressure crosý-No

scrnsitivitN

1 5 39.2± -5.5 4 50
7. Discussion

2 5 44.8 6.3 4 50
A companson between the hea! iransfc; rdtae'

S 34.2 _ 4.8 4 46 obtained from the FFP gauges and the thin film
gauges given in the table shom•s that there \ka-

4 3 32 9 _ 46 4 52 reasonable agreement between the two in the first

3 runs In the later runs it is evident that there are
39 4 5.5 4 significant differences in the heat transfer ratC

31 7±44 455 obtained from the different sensor tpes As

mentioned above, this is thought to be duc to the

3 13.9 19 4 46 5 damaged plate This damage took the form of

several large and deep cracks across the plate
S198±28

surface The accidental damage to the plate tested

6 I 21 4 ±3 0 47 the robustness of the FFP sensors. ,shich continued

to operate satisfactonl,, •%hilst a number of

3 28A 4±0 platinum thin film gauges failed

Several aspects of figure 6 are worth commenting

on It should be noted that the total temperature

After run 5, the Macor plate was found to have change of theFF1durngthe entire Ludwieg tube

fractured and was no longer lting with the plane of run was only 30W4 mK The pressure sensitivit, of

the plate parallel to the gas flow. This meant that the FFP sensor was much higher than first

TM AP 20



expected, based on estimates of the pressure signal procoisn., slciieiiw As %ull al

sensifivirt% of fused silica fibre Hovkever, the imprno ements tit the -oristnk,:toti of th: 1-11 fix

mounting arrangement of the sensor could further reducing the nioisc ffloor ot the e steloi

significantly increase its sensitivit-, to pressure tow~ards its fuundamntail limit and bh iniorng the:

tBucaro 19s7) measurement band\s- idflthcriher it~ riie~su rcin ntw

with PXL resolution are possible
The large periodic oscillations in the data from the

FFP are attributed to oscillations of mechanical 8. Conclusions

components used to enable the coupling of light

from the laser diode source to the fibre- The Measurements of heat flux using. a fibre optic-

intensitv referencing scheme outlined abov'ý was interferometric sensor have bcee-i suiccessfulk

unable to completely correct for these variations. cridoti hr uain\idtne aiil

The sensor has a resolution of I kVnr 2  arid a

In the experiments carried out using the longer dyna-nic range of -2t0 %I'An-2 , wit1h a

duration pulsed w~ind tunnel the combination of a measurement bandwimdth of 100 kilt,

higher thermal signal and improved sensor

mounting and mntensum referencing yielded d~ata 9. Acknoviledgemcints

showing negligible pressure cross-sensitivit-N or Thi wor has been partiall) supported bN, the

mnte~ir noie Te rsult obaine shwed Procurement Executivec, MinistrN of Defence. DRA
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Figs 1&2
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Figure I

A result from a longer duration (---5($ms) pulsed wrind turnel The mean temperature change of the FFP

calonmeter is plotted as a function of time
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Figs 3-5

Figure 3

Optjý:al ;sicn for a sngkc hcat trasfer sensor

Fiurc 5

S•hc'.:i. of thC t IN-' t hbc' ,ý a urmof

Figure 4

Fibre nemork for spatial multipicxing of four fibre

Fabrn-Pcrot heat transfer sensors FFP 1 4 PD 1 4

are the signal detectors. PD 5 X arc the

cOrresponding reference detectors
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Fig W&7

Si A
A A

MI M2

addressing fibre FPP

Figure 1

An optical Fibre Fabn-Perot FFPj intcrfcrometer

and addressing fibre

a'v • eib ' ritbe

Figure 2

Cross section of optical fibre heat transfer sensor

embedded within the test object substrate
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